CAYSC Alumni Recruitment Ad

Greetings,

The Canada-Africa Young Scholars Coalition (CAYSC) is a new initiative of the Africa Institute at the University of Western Ontario/Western University. CAYSC is a membership organization comprising of current and former students, post-doctoral scholars, and trainees of African heritage or identity from across Canada or scholars working or interested in Africa.

CAYSC is establishing a Canada-Africa Alumni Network to connect and provide networking opportunities for persons of African heritage or identity and or their allies. The Alumni Network will provide a platform within which the ties that bind Africa together can be strengthened in the spirit of Pan-Africanism. We aim to establish and enlarge a global network of skilled professionals in all fields. Membership is open to alumni from all universities and post-secondary institutions across Canada. Participation is also encouraged but not limited to current CAYSC members, University of Western Ontario Alumni, and from contacts that have previous affiliations with the Africa Institute Community. If you are interested in becoming a member of the Canada-Africa Alumni Network please subscribe here.

CAYSC Alumni Network will provide additional information in the coming weeks.

Best regards,
CAYSC Alumni Network

Information collected from respondents is kept strictly confidential and will only be used for communication purposes. We will not, in any circumstances, share your personal information with other individuals or organizations without your consent, including public organizations, corporations, or individuals except when applicable by law. We do not sell, communicate, or divulge your information to third parties.